Contractors using Integrated
Manufacturing methods create IBEW jobs
Two IBEW contractors
have recently moved into
a type of manufacturing
that helps support their
individual
business.
Prime Engineering and
Emery Electric have
both opened electrical
equipment
assembly
warehouses using their
technical expertise to
design and build state
of the art equipment
using some of the best
Prime Engineering crew in their yard.
switching, controls and
monitoring components
for their finished product.
Not only are they creating the opportunity to install project equipment, but building
the equipment itself provides further opportunities for our members and can create
efficiencies in the installs as well. Both shops have come out of their first year with some
good experience and winning some good size projects on and off the Island. Prime is busy
with new equipment slated for the Skytrain station rebuilds and Esquimalt Graving Dock North Landing Wharf Substation 25kV Service Upgrade and Shore Power Kiosks. With a
considerable amount of sewage treatment work coming up and going on south-Island, Emery
Automation has picked up
the Residual Solids Pipeline
3 Pump Stations project
near Camosun College,
Heartland, and Willis
Point Road. Two further
projects are rebuilding Ray
Creek Kiosk from North
Saanich, as well as one
near Victoria General in
View Royal. Merging our
members installation skills
and experience with design
and understanding of the
technologies we power and
Emery Automation crew in front of Sewage Treatment
monitor just makes great
power and control equipment.
business sense.
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News & Notes
Upcoming Training:
Campbell River:
Arc Flash - Nov 30th
High Voltage splicing - Dec. 1st
Nanaimo:
Fire Alarm – Dec 14 & 15
*Remember to Report in to the Union Hall when
laid-off and check to make sure your dues are
paid up to date
Christmas Office Closure:
Local 230 Office will close from
Dec. 24th noon- Jan. 2nd
*Please note the staff uses vacation days to make
up non-stat holidays
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Business Manager’s Report

Business Manager Phil Venoit

Community Benefit Agreements
Over the summer, BC’s Supreme Court Case
against the Community Benefits Agreement filed
by the likes of the Independent Business and
Contractors Association, BC’s long-standing Antiunion construction contractors association and
media outlet, the Christian Labour Association
of Canada (CLAC), the Progressive Contractors
Association (CLAC’s Contractors), and Canada
West Construction Union (mini- CLAC), and
other non-union companies, all represented by
none other than long-time anti-union lawyer, Peter
Gall. In Judge Giaschi’s opinion, all issues raised in
the petition, with the exception of the claims for
relief in the nature of certiorari and prohibition,
are within the jurisdiction of the LRB and are not
within the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court.
In summary, his conclusions on the issues were that:
a) The claims for injunctive and declaratory
relief in the petition are struck;
b)All other claims in the petition, including the
claims for Charter remedies, are within the
jurisdiction of the LRB and are to be struck
or stayed;
c) The application of AIRCC to be added as a
party respondent is allowed; and
d) The claims in the petition for relief in the
nature of certiorari and prohibition are
not liable to be struck and are within the
jurisdiction of the BC Supreme Court;
What will be heard under the Jurisdictional
Review is a challenge under the term,
“Statutory Power”, which is defined and
includes powers conferred by or under a statute to
make a decision or perform an act that affects a
person, to impose requirements on a person, or to
make rules. It does not include all powers conferred
by or under a statute, such as statutory powers to
contract or to manage property. It does not include
all actions of government, only those which involve
the exercise of a statutory power.
Even then, a statutory power can be challenged
[under s. 2(2(b) of the JRPA] only if the authorized
person exercises the power, refused to exercise it, or
proposes or purports to exercise it. A declaration or
injunction is not available in respect of a statutory power
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that merely exists and has a potential to be exercised. It
is the exercise or non-exercise of the statutory power
that may be challenged, not its existence.
So, we may or may not be going to the BC
Labour Relations Board, where I’m fairly sure we
will win, and/or we will be going back to the BC
Supreme Court on the point of whether Minister
Trevena had the ability to make the decision she did
by contracting out the work under the Community
Benefits Agreement early next year. Bottom line is
all governments have the right to make decisions.
When some believe those decision affect people
in the wrong way, they have the right to challenge
those decisions, and we will see what the ICBA,
CLAC and friends will do next.
The BC NDP made a positive move for workers
without a collective agreement by declaring the SelfHelp Kit that was put in the Employment Standards
Act in 2002 will finally be repealed. This so-called
“Self-Help Kit” was another BC Liberal trap
used to stop employees getting what they deserved
with their non-union employers. It identified the
worker(s) who were unhappy and left them to fix
the problem they were having with their employer
themselves. Employment Standards complaints
dropped by 80% because workers lost the ability to
have someone advocate on their behalf and workers
lost the anonymity in the complaint. Those that have
been brave enough to continue on with a complaint
found themselves negotiating with their employer
and the government officers to find the outcome is
likely less than they should have received and within
a few weeks or months unemployed. This change
will undoubtedly help our organizing efforts, as it
was the same the change that allowed Local 230 the
ability to push the BC Government in to auditing
the books of non-union contractors who were
used to taking advantage of their workers. The BC
Building Trades are looking for some newer IBEW
members to share stories of working non-union and
being underpaid with no benefits on a new school
or hospital, so we can show there is a “community
benefit” by building these projects with guaranteed
union wages and benefits for workers. If you have
a story to share please email me in the office Phil@
IBEW230.org Because paying people what they are
worth, is the foundation the middle class was built
on, and is just good social policy.
Stewards Ongoing Education
Summer 2018 we began an IBEW Stewards
Educational Program which provided a great
opportunity for newer and existing stewards, Islandwide, to work with their office reps and hone their
skills to ensure that our members have a confident
representative at the front line on our jobsites.
In February, we put on more Training for our
Shop Stewards around the Island from many of our
employers. Their first day was on the continuing

mechanics of filing grievances and assessing
complaints and contradictions to our collective
agreements through the Advance Steward Class.
Day two was a class on Mental Health Awareness,
as stress continues to be indicated by a higher
and higher number of the general population as
well as our own members. Our Stewards must be
prepared with a greater understanding of how to
identify workers showing signs of stress and have
some of the basic tools to help guide our members
to the right avenues to provide them with some
professional help. I can’t thank these members
enough to find the time and interest in helping our
membership day in and day out standing up as
Stewards for our Local 230 membership.
Code of Excellence and other business
We’ve facilitated four more Code of Excellence
classes, with the next class being scheduled upIsland in February 2020. The IBEW’s Code of
Excellence teaches how IBEW members can work
together to achieve the highest level of Safety,
Professionalism, Accountability, Relationships
and Quality or as the Code calls it - ‘SPARQ.’ A
special thank you to IBEW International Educator
– Jim Watson, who’s humour, and honesty always
compliment these engaging and energizing sessions
for our membership!
ABM Scott and I held the Retirees luncheons
up and down the Island over the summer. It’s
always a humbling experience to sit in a room
with all the old codgers to listen to their stories and
shenanigans of the last couple of generations. Each
year we meet to hand out typically over a thousand
years of service pins to our retired members. It’s
also those special moments like this year, when I
said to 50-year member Jim Dow, “I apprenticed
under your dad Bill Dow,” and he fired back that
he apprenticed under my dad (Lew)!
We wrote and shot our new Remembrance
Day TV commercial to be used leading up to the
Holiday and on the actual day and during the
scheduled ceremonies (also now on our website).
I would like to thank brothers Jeremy Switzer,
Perrin Perry, and sister Stephanie Zadow for their
participation in the commercial, and all retired
Canadian armed forces veterans for their services
in protecting our freedoms.
Our Joint Health & Welfare Plan Trustees met
and in part decided to roll-back the costs of the selfpay portion to reflect the savings to our members
by moving the Medical Services Plan on January
1st from working people onto the shoulders of
business through taxation.
We all got through the Canadian Federal
Election last month, and regardless of party beliefs
for Local 230 this is likely the best of outcomes.
(Continued. on Page 4)

Mental Health Awareness
employee turnover, and lost work time.
Psychological conditions, including
stress and depression, are the leading cause
of both short-term and long-term disability
claims (Watson Wyatt, 2007). The annual
cost of work time lost to stress is $12 billion
(Health Canada, 2002). In 2002, substance
abuse accounted for $24.3 billion in
productivity losses and $8.8 billion in health
care costs in Canada (Rehm et al., 2006).
Mental health issues account for 30% of
disability claims in the workplace, which
translates into $15 to $33 billion annually in
Canada (Srouijan, 2003).
Local 230 Stewards are visited by Vice President Tom Reid.

Work-related stress, depression and anxiety
have overtaken musculoskeletal disorders as
the most reported workplace health issue
in the construction industry. Similar to
the electricity we work with daily, you can’t
taste, smell, hear, or see it, but if you touch
it, it can kill you. Mental health could also
be described as a silent or invisible health
hazard. The construction industry alone is
said to have one in six employees experiencing
depression, anxiety or other stress-related
problems. Male construction workers
are also found to be at the greatest risk of
suicide compared to any other profession.
By cultivating environments where people
feel able to talk about their mental wellbeing,
together we can work to overcome the
stigma and silence, which can either delay
or altogether prevent people from getting the
support they may need. People often need a
helping hand to give them the confidence in
starting their own conversations on the topic
of mental health, and we need to recognise
how they can improve and sustain mental
wellbeing within our workplaces by offering
our Mental Health course facilitated by
IBEW International Educator Jim Watson.
One of the most powerful tools we have to
fight against mental health issues is education.
No progress can be made without culture
change, and every educated worker is a step
closer to stopping the stigma that keeps workers
from facing their inner demons. It’s important
to recognize that people with substance abuse
issues, often have co-occurring mental health
problems, and vice versa. “Research shows

that more than 50% of those seeking help
for an addiction also have a mental illness,
and 15-20% of those seeking help from
mental health services are also living with an
addiction” (Canadian Centre on Substance
Abuse, 2009, p.9). People with Anti-social
Personality Disorder (APD) are more likely
to engage in “substance use that has a high
risk for harmful consequences” (American
Psychiatric Association, 2013, p.660).
Individuals with this disorder frequently
have concurrent substance use or gambling
disorders. The increased prevalence of APD
in the construction sample may partially
account for some of the significant differences
seen in drinking and illicit drug use. Raising
awareness of mental health problems,
working to reduce stigma, and supporting
mental health promotion initiatives may not
only help improve the wellbeing of workers in
this industry, but may also support substance
use prevention initiatives.
The Mental Health Commission of
Canada found that in any given week,
500,000 Canadians do not go to work due
to a psychological health issue. Some causes
of poor psychological health are directly
attributable to factors in the workplace,
including, for instance, excessive workload.
A wide body of evidence suggests that poor
workplace psychological health negatively
affects performance at both the individual and
organizational level. Among other outcomes,
improving workplace psychological health can
boost employee satisfaction, engagement, and
productivity; it can also reduce health costs,

•
1 in 5 Canadians experience a
psychological health problem or illness
in any given year.
•
Psychological health problems and
illnesses are the number one cause of
disability in Canada.
• Psychological health problems cost the
Canadian economy $51 billion per year,
$20 billion of which results from workrelated causes.
•
47% of working Canadians consider
their work to be the most stressful part
of daily life.
• Psychological health problems affect
mid-career workers the most, lowering
the productivity of the Canadian
workforce.
• Only 23% of Canadian workers would
feel comfortable talking to their employer
about a psychological health issue
This year we facilitated one Mental
Health Awareness class for our Shop
Stewards throughout the Island, and a
second class for Company owners and key
Foreman so we can better recognize how to
help our members struggling with mental
health, and focus on getting them the help
they need. We will continue to put on these
classes next year for site foremen, and after
that for the balance of our members. When
it becomes available please take out the time
to take it, to help ensure the well-being of
those you work and live with.
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NextGen Members perform HeroWork’s Radical Renovations
renovations are typically more difficult
to raise than funds that directly affect
ongoing program delivery. When it
comes to public donations, there is a
common public perception that charities
should have overhead rates of no more
than 20% of their budgets. Because
of this, people prefer to donate money
directly to program delivery and
services.
If a charity can raise the necessary
funds for a renovation, they then must
undertake a complex, time consuming
IBEW 230 members giving back to the community
and costly process, for which they likely
flanked in red t-shirts by Canadian Executive
have no experience. Charities typically
Director for HeroWork Paul Latour and E.D of
hire a general contractor, or act as a
HeroWork Victoria Tracie Clayton
general contractor themselves, and then
coordinate the various trades and skills
required to complete complicated jobs.
But….
IBEW 230 NextGen committee has partnered
What if charities could take every dollar raised
with HEROWORK on Vancouver Island.
HeroWork was originally created to improve the for renovation and have it leveraged to get threestate of buildings that house charities. For years, or four-dollars’ worth of renovation? What if they
the charitable sector has faced increased demand could rely on the knowledgeable and talented
and decreased resources. Many charities struggle men and women in their community to bring
to meet the needs of their constituents. As a result, their expertise to the project? This is the solution
their buildings often take a back seat. Soon, these HeroWork offers.
In 2018 HEROWORK reached out to IBEW
halls, parks, homeless shelters, food banks and youth
230 with a simple ask; “Would you have any
centres are diminished and in need of renewal.
When buildings don’t function well, they can electricians who would like to be a part of rebuilding
impede and/or inhibit an organization’s ability the community organizations that the residents of
to serve their constituents. Staff activities can be Vancouver Island really lean on for supports?”
hindered. Workplace conditions can be unsafe. The answer for our NextGen committee was too
Operational costs increase as charities struggle to easy, “When can we start?”.
Mustard Seed Market, run out of the Mustard
make ineffective buildings continue to work for them.
And a general lack of aesthetics causes a sense of Seed Street Church which serves over 5,000 people
depression and despondency for staff and clients alike. a month through their food hamper program. The
When charities seek to solve these problems on project was also labeled the “Dignity Market” a
their own, they face many barriers. A typical route re-envisioned food bank that looks and feels like a
for a charity is to apply for funding from governments real grocery store, returning the dignity of choice
or major foundations and then combine these to vulnerable people and families. The new market
funds with public donation campaigns to raise the will also significantly reduce food waste and utilize
money needed for renovations. However, funds for ‘shopping helpers’ who will build relationships

and trust with clients, providing food information,
referral services, and helping implement
transformational change. At the same time, we
transformed the office spaces for both locations,
increasing organizational capacity, renewing
offices, common areas and creating a better work
environment for both staff and volunteers.
Electrical
• Upgrade of existing 3 phase 400-amp service
• Subpanels for new 3 phase freezer units (most
energy efficient)
• Wiring of dignity market and new offices
• Upgrade of fire code running man signs,
emergency lighting
Number of projects in 2018: 2
Number of total Volunteer Hours: 8442
IBEW 230 Volunteer Hours: 900+ Hours from
over 35-member volunteers
Overall Value of renovations $1.1 million
People Impacted by projects: 5000+ per month
HEROWORK and IBEW 230 continued
their partnership in 2019 and helped to transform
part of a former youth detention facility into a
home where people who have suffered trauma can
heal and transform their lives. Modelled after the
Italian San Partigiano Therapeutic Community,
this multi-faceted, long-term program is designed to
break the vicious cycle of addiction, homelessness,
and incarceration. It will have a safe, structured,
therapeutic environment guided by professional
staff. The therapeutic community will address the
comprehensive, holistic, bio-psycho-social, and
ecological perspective of addiction, homelessness,
and criminality. This model will see men housed
for up to 2 years engendering healing and selfempowerment so that they can return to society
and lead productive lives. So far IBEW 230 has
put more than 300 volunteer hours into this project
and look forward to the upcoming weekends to
finish this important community project.

Business Manager’s Report (Continued
A Liberal minority government will likely turn to
the NDP for help to move on both their campaign
promises, of a green energy roll-out which will
translate into work for our members, a better
Pharma-care system providing for better services for
our members that will translate into cost savings for
our Health and Welfare Plans, which we should be
able to increase the benefits back to the members
with no additional costs. We should see the passing
of a new Federal Fair Wage system to make us much
more competitive on federal construction projects,
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and the continuation of our Workplace Alternative
Trades Training, or WATT Program.
These are just some of the major wins we have
in front of us, as long as we are pushing all the right
files with all the right people over the next few years.
We’ve had another stellar construction
and marine industries year, this year’s work was
emphasized in the south-Island, however mid-Island
is beginning to pick up and looks to stay fairly busy
next year. We do have members working down south
in Pennsylvania and they may be looking for more in

2020. Hearing back from our members down there
they are extremely happy with the work and the job.
Next year will also bring us the start of years’ worth
of LNG work, with what is sounding like more
announcements on further projects coming after the
Canada LNG project in Kitimat. In short, at this
point there is no indication of a slow-down over the
next few years in the work we do.
Finally, from my family to yours, I wish you
all the best of the holiday season, and a safe, and
prosperous New Year!

